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Demonstration of a silicon-based quantum cellular automata cell
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We report on the demonstration of a silicon-based quantum cellular automata �QCA� unit cell
incorporating two pairs of metallically doped �n+� phosphorus-implanted nanoscale dots, separated
from source and drain reservoirs by nominally undoped tunnel barriers. Metallic cell control gates,
together with Al–AlOx single electron transistors for noninvasive cell-state readout, are located on
the device surface and capacitively coupled to the buried QCA cell. Operation at subkelvin
temperatures was demonstrated by switching of a single electron between output dots, induced by
a driven single electron transfer in the input dots. The stability limits of the QCA cell operation were
also determined. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2219128�
Quantum cellular automata1 �QCA� is a computation
paradigm based on single electron charge control, providing
potential solutions to the critical problems of device density,
interconnection, and power dissipation. The basic cell of a
QCA comprises four quantum or metallic dots coupled by
tunnel barriers �Fig. 1�a��. If two electrons are added to the
cell, their mutual electrostatic repulsion forces them to oc-
cupy diagonal sites, giving rise to two possible cell polariza-
tion states. These states can be used to encode and process
binary information.1

To date, QCA cells have been experimentally demon-
strated using Al metallic dots2 and magnetic dot systems,3

with promising results also in using GaAs quantum dots.4

Here we report the experimental demonstration of a QCA
unit cell in an ion-implanted phosphorus-doped silicon �Si:P�
system. Si:P QCA offer advantages including compatibility
with scalable Si microfabrication technologies and scope for
cell size reduction down to the single donor level, offering
the possibility of fast �subnanosecond�, low-power charge-
based computing with bit cell sizes below 50 nm.5

The circuit equivalent of our QCA cell is shown in Fig.
1, together with scanning electron microscopy �SEM� images
of the device. Four implanted �n+� Si:P dots are arranged in
tunnel-coupled pairs �A and B�, each tunnel coupled to an
electron reservoir. The two dot pairs are capacitively coupled
to each other, but separated by a distance sufficient to pre-
vent electron transfer between pairs. The source and drain
reservoirs allow characterization of the cell via direct current
measurement and also enable the total electron occupancy of
the cell to be adjusted. In multicell systems these reservoirs
may be omitted to maximize packing density. Control of
electron number occupancy �nA ,mA ,nB ,mB� within the cell is
provided by four surface gates, while two Al–AlOx single
electron transistors �SETs� on the surface provide noninva-
sive charge-state readout,6 as previously demonstrated in Si:P
double dots.7
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The devices were fabricated from near-intrinsic �n
�1012 cm−3� silicon with resistivity above 5 k� cm, termi-
nated by a 5 nm thick layer of thermally grown SiO2. To
form the QCA cell, four n+ islands �500 nm � 80 nm� with
leads were defined by phosphorus ion implantation through a
polymethyl-methacrylate �PMMA� resist mask patterned by
electron beam lithography �EBL�. A rapid thermal annealing
at 1000 °C for 5 s was performed to repair implant damage
and activate the donors. The 14 keV 31P+ beam produced a
mean implantation depth �15 nm below the Si–SiO2 inter-
face and a doping density n+�1019 cm−3, an order of mag-
nitude above the metal-insulator transition. The near-intrinsic
Si substrate acts as a tunnel barrier between n+ regions at low
temperature. To allow tunneling between adjacent dots and
reservoirs �within half-cells A and B� we set a tunnel barrier
width �60 nm, while a separation between the half-cells of
�220 nm was sufficient to suppress tunneling �see SEM of
implanted regions in Fig. 1�b��. At 50 mK the source-drain
resistance for each half-cell was measured to be �5

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Simplified circuit equivalent of the QCA cell, �b�
SEM image of phosphorus-implanted n+ regions �dark in image�, and �c�
SEM image of completed device. The buried n+ dots and leads are marked

using dashed lines.
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�107 �, while the resistance between half-cells �i.e., be-
tween sA and sB� was �1012 �, consistent with the QCA cell
design requirements.

Nanocircuitry for control and readout was fabricated on
the device surface, insulated from the implanted Si:P dots by
the SiO2 layer. Standard EBL patterning of PMMA and lift-
off were used to define Ti/Au control gates, together with
electrodes that extend the SET islands above the buried Si:P
dots to maximize capacitive coupling �see Fig. 1�c��. The
two Al–AlOx readout SETs were fabricated last, using EBL
patterning of a bilayer resist and double-angle evaporation of
aluminum.8

Electrical measurements were performed in a dilution
refrigerator operated at a base temperature below 50 mK,
with an applied magnetic field of 0.5 T used to suppress
superconductivity in the aluminum. The SETs were operated
as sensitive charge detectors6 by applying compensating
voltages to their bias gates whenever the QCA control gate
voltages were varied. Throughout the QCA demonstration
measurements both SETs were biased on the descending
sides of their Coulomb oscillation peaks, in order to distin-
guish the direction of electron transfers detected.9 The source
and drain leads of both double dots were grounded.

Prior to operation of the QCA cell, it was necessary to
map the charge state �ni ,mi� of each double-dot half-cell as a
function of its two control gate voltages, where ni �mi� refers
to the electron occupancy number of the left �right� dot of
half-cell i. Figure 2�a� and 2�b� plots the normalized conduc-
tance of SET-A �SET-B� as a function of the control gate
voltages on half-cell A �B�. We observe that SET-A is more
sensitive to changes in mA than changes in nA, while SET-B
senses changes in nB better than mB. This is expected from
the device geometry �see Fig. 1�c��, as the island of SET-A

FIG. 2. �Color online� SET conductance intensity plots as functions of re-
spective half-cell control gate voltages. A plane is subtracted from the raw
data to remove direct gate-SET coupling. Effective gate polarizations are
shown in the plots as �A and �B. �a� SET-A conductance showing electron
occupancy �nA, mA� within half-cell A. �b� SET-B conductance, with half-
cell B occupancies labeled similarly.
�SET-B� is positioned above the right �left� dot. The typical
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SET resistance was �200 k�, while the typical charges in-
duced on the SET islands by an electron transfer between
dots in their respective half-cells were measured to be 0.23e
for SET-A and 0.18e for SET-B. The difference results from
cell asymmetry due to �30 nm misalignment between the
surface metallization and buried Si:P dots that led to in-
creased capacitive coupling of SET-A to half-cell A.

From the sizes of the state cells in Fig. 2 and nonlinear
transport measurements, the capacitances between the gates
and their respective dots were calculated10 to be CAL
=98 aF, CAR=75 aF, CBL=45 aF, and CBR=56 aF, while the
capacitances between the implanted dots were CMA=27 aF
and CMB=21 aF. All of these values were within 20% of
FASTCAP modeling predictions after correction for the mis-
alignment discussed above. The typical charging energy of
the dots, calculated from the measured capacitances, was
�0.5 meV, consistent with the modeling and with source-
drain bias spectroscopy measurements on this device.

To demonstrate QCA operation we apply a differential
bias between control gates AL and AR, sufficient to drive a
single electron transfer within half-cell A. Provided the cell
is biased appropriately, this leads to simultaneous electron
transfer within half-cell B, as depicted in Fig. 3�b� �inset�.
The mutual repulsion of the two excess electrons leads to the
state change in the cell. The differential gate bias �or polar-
ization� can be defined as �A=cos��� VAL−sin���VAR for
half-cell A and �B=cos���VBR−sin���VBL for half-cell B,
where �, ��� /4.

Figure 3 plots the simultaneously measured output of
both SETs as the gate polarization �A of half-cell A is varied,
for two different biasing conditions of half-cell B. In Fig.
3�a� we bias half-cell B at point P, as shown on the stability
diagram in Fig. 2�b�. At �A�1.0 mV the gate polarization
drives an electron from the right dot to the left, in half-cell A.
This electron transfer is detected strongly by SET-A, with a
characteristic induced charge signal of −0.19e. In contrast,
SET-B detects a much smaller signal �+0.02e� since it is only
weakly coupled to the remote half-cell A. The positive sign is
consistent with an electron moving towards the island of
SET-B, as expected. At this particular biasing point �P� the
electron transfer in half-cell A does not induce a transfer in
half-cell B and the device does not operate as a QCA cell.

For QCA operation we must bias half-cell B near a tran-
sition point, such as point Q in Fig. 2�b�. Figure 3�b� plots
the corresponding SET outputs as we drive an electron trans-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized charge �q /e� induced on the two SETs as
a function of gate polarization �A. Direct gate-SET coupling was subtracted
from the raw data. �a� Half-cell B is biased at point P. QCA operation is not
observed; �b� half-cell B is biased at point Q. As �A is swept, SET-A detects
electron tunneling in half-cell A, which induces a transition in half-cell B
�see inset�. QCA operation is therefore realized.
fer in half-cell A. Once again, SET-A detects the local trans-
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fer with a strong signal of −0.17e; however, now SET-B also
detects a strong transfer with signal −0.16e. This size signal
can only result from a transfer within half-cell B, and the
negative sign of the signal is consistent with an electron
moving away from SET-B. The required QCA cell response,
as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3�b�, is therefore realized.
From our measurements we find an induced polarization on
half-cell B of approximately 65% due to thermal smearing.
This value is design specific and is similar to the ones ob-
tained in nonclocked aluminum QCA systems.11

To determine the range of bias conditions necessary for
stable QCA cell operation, we repeatedly drove a charge
transfer in half-cell A by sweeping �A while changing the
effective polarization �B of half-cell B along the arrow
shown in Fig. 2�b�, following the method used in aluminum
QCA systems.12 Figure 4 plots the simultaneously measured
induced charges on the two SETs as functions of the two
polarizations. The strong induced charge transitions observed
correspond to electron transfers within the strongly coupled
half-cells. If there was no capacitive coupling between the
half-cells, the loci of these transitions would be straight lines,
being simple linear combinations of �A and �B. The “kinks”
observed result from charge rearrangements within the oppo-
site half-cells. More specifically, SET-A detects the transfer
in half-cell A, which happens at different values of �A de-
pending on the state of half-cell B, and vice versa. From Fig.
4 we are able to calculate the capacitance between half-cells
to be CAB= �30 aF, which is consistent with our modeling.
For this device we find that stable QCA operation is possible
over the range of �B=0.16–0.64 mV when driven by half-
cell A, or over the range of �A=0.56–0.81 mV when driven

FIG. 4. �Color online� Normalized charge �q /e� induced on �a� SET-A and
�b� SET-B as a function of gate polarizations �A and �B. A plane is subtracted
from the raw data to remove the direct gate-SET coupling. For explanation
see text.
by half-cell B. The difference in range for the two half-cells
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results from the small misalignment discussed earlier. The
stability range is design specific and is critically influenced
by the coupling capacitances and cross capacitances within
the cell.

In summary, we have presented measurements of a four
dot QCA logic cell in a phosphorus-doped silicon system.
The QCA operation was demonstrated directly, inducing an
electron transfer in one half-cell by driving the other through
a transition, and indirectly by plotting the state space of the
cell in terms of the effective gate polarizations. Given the
convenient fabrication and charge stability of this Si:P cell,
we expect it to be relatively straightforward to extend this
architecture to more complex QCA logic such as shift
registers.13 All-silicon SETs14 could also be incorporated for
state readout, providing greater compatibility with comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor �CMOS� processing. We
see no reason why downscaling to QCA cells based on single
dopant atoms5 could not be achieved, using recently devel-
oped technologies such as controlled single ion
implantation15 or scanning tunneling microscopy �STM�
lithography.16 The greater electron confinement provided by
single donor potentials offers the possibility of higher tem-
perature operation, together with an ability to create fast,
ultrahigh-density QCA logic devices with very low-power
consumption.
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